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Cloud computing has evolved as the next-generation platform for hosting applica-
tions ranging from sciences to business, and social networking to media content
delivery. The numerous data centers, employed to provide cloud services consume
large amounts of power, both for their functioning and their cooling. Improving
power efficiency, that is, decreasing the total power consumed, has become an im-
portant task for many data centers for reasons such as cost, infrastructural limits,
and negative environmental impact. Power management is a challenging opti-
mization problem due to the scale of modern data centers and presence of conflict-
ing objectives. Most published work focuses on power management in computing
nodes and that in the cooling facility in an isolated manner. In this work, we
use a combination of spatial subsetting and thermal management to optimize the
x
total power consumed by the computing nodes and the cooling facility; and show
that solutions, that do not consider these interactions and are not holistic, do not
necessarily result in minimum total power consumption. We employ three evo-
lutionary non-deterministic heuristics; namely, Simulated Annealing(SA), Tabu
Search (TS), and Simulated Evolution (SimE) to find the best location of each
virtual machine (VM) to a physical machine in a data center, based on its com-
putational power and data center heat recirculation model, to optimize the total
power consumption. Experimental results for wide range of different problem in-
stances show that proposed approach outperforms heuristics proposed in previous
studies.
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ا ل قادم لاستضا فة  ا لتطب يقات  ا لتي  تتراوح  بين  ا ل علوم لقد تطورت  الحوسبة  السحابية  باعت بارها منصة  الجيل 
راكز  ا ل بي ا نات  ا لعديدة،  ا لتي استخدمت  والأعمال، وا لشبكات الاجتماعي ة وتقديم محتوى وسائل الإعلام.
ل تق ديم  الخدمات  السحا بية تستهلك كميات كبيرة من  الطاقة، سواء ل لعمل أو  ا ل تبريد  الخاصة بها .  ل ذا  فإن 
ة والحد من إجمالي الطا ق ة ا لمستهلكة، أصبحت مهمة هامة  ل لعديد من مراكز  ا ل بي ا نات تحسين كف اءة  الطا ق
لأسباب مثل  ا ل تكلفة وحدود  ا ل ب ني ة  ا لتحتي ة، والآثار  ا ل ب يئية  السل بية.  إدارة  الطاقة هي ا لحل الأمثل لهذه 
عمال  ا لمنشورة وتركز معظم الأ ا لمشكلة نظرا لحجم مراكز  ا ل ب ي ا نات الحديث ة ووجود عدة  أهداف متعارضة.
على إ دارة  الطاقة في عق د  الحوسب ة وكذلك في مرافق  ا لتبريد بطريق ة منفصل ة. في هذ ا  ا لعمل، نستخدم 
مزيج من  الحيز  ا لمكاني والإدارة الحرارية لتحسين إجما لي  الطا قة ا لمستهلكة من  قبل عقد  الحوسبة ومرافق 
املة، ولا تؤدي بالضرورة إ لى  أ دنى استهلاك ا ل تبري د. ونبين أن الحلول،  ا لتي تفصل بين الجهتين ليست ش
ا لممنوع )،  ا لبحث ASا ل ت ل يين  ( محاكيغير قطعية. وهي تطوري ة  خوارزمياتتوظيف ثلاث ة  ت م لطا ق ة.ل
) في مركز  ا ل بي ا نات، MV( ا فتراضي)  ل لعثور على أفضل مكان  لكل جهاز EmiSتطور (ا ل ومحاكي)، ST(
مركز  ا ل ب ي انات ، لتحسين استهلاك الطاقة ا لتدوير  الحراري  لنموذج  إعادة الحسا بي ة  وا ل قدرة على أساس 
الأسا ليب مخت لفة  ت بين  أن  ا ل نهج  ا لمقترح  ي تفوق ا لالإجما لي ة.  ا ل نت ائج  ا لتجري بية لمجموعة واسعة من الحالات 
 ا لمقترحة في  ا لدراسات السابق ة.ا لبحثية 
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Over the past decade, cloud-based data centers have emerged as a popular com-
puting paradigm. Due to computational capabilities and rapid elasticity, the IT
industry is rapidly adopting cloud computing for hosting and delivering Internet
based applications and services [2]. As a result of such a proliferation, there has
been an increase in the power density and power consumption of data centers. In
2013, 91 billion kWh of power was consumed by U.S. data centers. Data center
electricity consumption is estimated to increase to approximately 140 billion kWh
annually by 2020 which is equivalent to $13 billion per year in electricity bills,
and emission of nearly 150 million metric tons of annual carbon pollution [3].
In some cases, power supply available for data centers is limited. For exam-
ple, Morgan Stanley was not able to run a new data center in Manhattan due
to unavailability of the power needed to operate it [4]. Power availability has
been identified as a key factor by 30% of data center providers for limiting server
deployment [5]. Power required by the computing nodes and the cooling facility
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in a data center is a crucial issue for data center providers since it dominates the
operational costs. For example, based on a 3-year amortization schedule, Amazon
estimated that cost and operation of the severs at its data centers accounts for
53% of the total budget, cost related to power is 42% of the total including infras-
tructure for cooling and direct power consumption [6]. Therefore, considerable
power budget for operating data centers can be saved and significant contribution
can be made to greater environmental sustainability by improving power efficiency
in cloud data centers.
A typical data center hosts number of servers corresponding to maximum
load, but the utilization invariably is around 30-70% [7][8]. Significant percentage
of servers sit idle waiting for user requests and consume about 60-70% of full
utilization power [9][10][11]. This significant idle power not only adds to the
computational power consumed but also to that consumed by the cooling facility
to remove heat. Spatial subsetting has been proposed to reduce idle power by
assigning user requests to a subset of servers and powering-off the rest of the
servers [12][13]. It is ensured that the active servers are sufficient to meet the
computational demand based on current loading. More servers are powered-on
as more user requests arrive. Spatial subsetting attempts to concentrate user
requests on minimum number of servers that results in high utilization per server.
The servers consume large amount of computational power because of higher
utilization, and this power is dissipated as heat. Consequently, the active servers
reach higher temperature due to the hot spots creation by the heat dissipated.
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This heat needs to be extracted to avoid overheating and failing of servers [14].
Computer Room AC (CRAC) units provide cold air, which enters the servers
through the front air inlets in the cold aisle, picks up heat from the circuitry,
and exits via outlet to the hot aisles. Accordingly, the outlet temperature rises
compared to the inlet temperature. Air conditioners positioned above the hot aisle
extract this hot air, but a large fraction of this heat recirculates to the cold aisle
increasing the inlet temperature. The temperature of supplied air is adjusted
(reduced) so that the inlet temperature is lower than the safe value required
to avoid over heating of servers. Cooling facilities exert more effort to provide
cold air at lower temperature, i.e., more electric power is required by the cooling
facility at higher inlet temperature. Techniques have been proposed to optimize
the maximum temperature in data centers to minimize power consumption by the
cooling facility [15] [16] [17] [18]. Requests are distributed among all the servers
to maintain a uniform reduced temperature. Due to data centers’ configuration,
servers under the same utilization can reach different temperature. For example,
air flow is better near the AC outlets as compared to far ends of the servers’
racks. Every request is assigned to the server with minimum temperature, servers’
temperature is recalculated and the next request is considered for assignment.
Thus requests are distributed among all the servers to minimize the maximum
temperature. This strategy is known as inverse-temperature assignment [19]. This
technique optimizes the maximum temperature to reduce cooling cost, but it does
so by distributing user requests among all servers therefore increases idle power.
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Thus, inverse-temperature assignment can increase idle power more than it reduces
cooling power, and vice versa for spatial subsetting. There is a trade-off between
cooling power and computational power, and both should be optimized together
to minimize the total power consumption in data centers.
1.1 Significance of the problem
Given the hardware of already established data centers cannot be improved, there
are two main ways to reduce server power: 1) dynamic voltage and frequency
scaling (DVFS); 2) VM consolidation. The first technique can be enabled on the
firmware level, or on the hypervisor level as the local strategy, and there is no
more need to regulate it in the global level algorithm. However, this technique
can save only a small percentage of energy based on the current hardware design.
According to the test results in the manual from HP [20], the saved energy in this
way on the types of servers indicated is about 5%. The second technology can save
a large amount of energy, but it is more complex. Assigning VMs to fewer servers
and turning off others can save power because the addition of a new server to
the system usually implies some fixed power-consumption increase [21][22], even
if such server is not fully loaded. Assigning VMs to a cluster of minimum servers
can lead to hot spots, due to higher utilization per server, that can be costly
in terms of power required by the cooling infrastructure. Significant energy can
be saved if cooling power and computing power are minimized in an integrated
fashion. Hence, the energy conservation technique based on VM placement should
4
be researched further.
1.2 Research Objective
The aim of this work is to investigate the research challenges in relation to
energy-efficient VM consolidation in data centers. In particular, the interaction
between server consolidation and thermal management is explored, and an in-
tegrated solution to VM allocation problem is presented. Efficient evolutionary
non-deterministic heuristics are employed to reduce operational cost by reducing
total power consumption in data centers.
1.3 Thesis Contribution
Contribution of this work can be summarized as follows:
 Since minimizing number of servers doesn’t reduce the total power consumed
in data centers, problem is formulated to minimize the total power required
by the computing nodes and the cooling facility by considering the trade-off
between VM consolation and the thermal model of data centers.
 Simulated Annealing and Tabu Search are employed for integrated optimiza-
tion of computational power and cooling power.
 Simulated Evolution is engineered for joint optimization of the power re-
quired by the computing nodes and the cooling facility. A goodness measure
is proposed to minimize the number the servers and heat recirculation in an
5
integrated fashion.
 Performance of the proposed method is compared with well-known algo-
rithms for a wide range of different problem instances
1.4 Thesis Organization
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 discusses back-
ground of the problem and related work in this area. Chapter 3 describes data
center configuration and power model and formally defines the problem. Chapter
4 briefly explains iterative non-deterministic heuristics. Experimental methodol-
ogy and results are reported in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 concludes this work and
suggests future work.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND AND
RELATED WORK
2.1 Cloud computing
Cloud computing generally refers to the deployment and usage of compute and
storage resources over the internet. The usage of these resources follow pay-as-you-
go pricing models. The most comprehensive definition of cloud computing, pro-
vided by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) is as follows
“Cloud computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand net-
work access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks,
servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and
released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction [23].”
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2.2 Deployment Models
The word “cloud” refers to a big network of shared resources. The cloud infras-
tructure may be designed either to serve different functional units of the single
organization or to be shared among several organizations to reduce the overall in-
frastructure and operational cost of the IT sector. From the deployment point of
view, the cloud infrastructure has four major types: Private, Public, Community
and Hybrid cloud. In a private cloud, the cloud infrastructure is solely utilized
by a single organization, while in public cloud, several organizations can publicly
use these resources on lease basis through a network link. Community cloud also
shares resources with multiple organizations, however it slightly differs from public
cloud in a sense that provision of resources is restricted to group of organizations
that share common concerns and belong to a specific community.
Figure 2.1: Cloud Deployment Models [1].
2.3 Service Models
Architecture of a cloud computing environment is best described by a layered
model as shown in Fig. 2.2. This model has three layers namely Application,
8
Figure 2.2: Cloud service models.
Platform and Infrastructure. Each one of these layers provides a different type
of services. At the application layer, all the underlying hardware and operating
system information is hidden from the end users. Users can access the cloud hosted
applications through a web browser. This type of service is known as Software-as-
a-service (SaaS). Facebook.com and salesforce.com are common examples of this
service model. At the second layer, cloud provider offers computing platforms
such as operating systems and application frameworks. At this level, users have
the privileges to deploy their own applications. Microsoft Azure, Google App
Engine and Amazon SimpleDB/S3 are typical examples [24]. This service model
is known as Platform-as-a-service (PaaS). Lowest layer in the hierarchy offers
Infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS). It manages fundamental computing resources
that include storage, processing, network, etc. These resources are provided to
the end user, usually in terms of storage blocks and virtual machines (VMs) using
virtualization technologies such as VMware [25], KVM [26], and Xen [27]. This
9
layer is also known as virtualization layer [24].
2.4 Virtualization
Virtualization is one of the prominent technologies that makes cloud computing
possible. It allows resources of a single large server to be sliced into multiple
isolated execution environments so that multiple operating systems can co-exist
on a single physical machine. User requests are translated into computational
requirements that are mapped to VMs with desired characteristics. Multiple VMs
are assigned to a single physical server, sharing the same underlying machine’s
computing resources, which results in fewer physical servers. Fig. 2.3 illustrates
the benefits of virtualization and how optimal assignment helps to minimize the
number of active servers.
Five applications are running on five different servers. This is a wastage of
resources since all of the servers are underutilized. With virtualization, we can
translate these applications into VMs, and these VMs can run on fewer number
of servers as illustrated in Fig. 2.4.
Virtualization gives immense benefits in terms of higher utilization per server,
increased flexibility and availability, reducing hardware costs and physical space,
etc. However, cost of this flexibility is that a pool of VMs with user-defined
specifications must be implemented by, or assigned to various physical machines
(servers), a problem known as Virtual Machine Placement [28]. Due to multi-
dimensional nature of VM requests, the assignment problem is very challenging.
10
Figure 2.3: Applications running on individual servers.
Every VM has its own CPU, memory, and bandwidth requirements. Similarly,
every server has a fixed capacity across each of these dimensions. VM to server
assignment should not violate these capacity constraints. VM assignment is of-
ten formulated as a vector bin packing problem (VBP) [29] [30], where the VMs
that are treated as objects (n) are packed into servers that are treated as bins
(b). The computational complexity of VBP is O(bn). Clearly, it is impractical to
enumerate all possible assignment for a large number of VMs (objects). Even the
one-dimensional version of this problem is NP-hard. Finding optimal assignment
to such problems is computationally infeasible for large problem sets. Heuristics
can be used to find near-optimal assignment in polynomial time.
11
Figure 2.4: Applications running on individual VMs that share physical resources.
2.5 Related Work
Computation nodes (servers) account for 30% of total power consumption in data
center [2] and in the last few years, much work has been done for optimal VM
assignment with the objective of minimizing number of active servers (PMs),
thereby decreasing computational power. Gao et al. [28] proposed a modified ant
colony optimization algorithm that minimizes total resource wastage and power
consumption in physical machines. Karmer et al. [31] used VM consolidation with
the concept of dynamic voltage/frequency scaling (DVFS) to improve the power
efficiency. Doddvula et al. [32] proposed a Magnitude Classified algorithm based
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on First Fit Decreasing (FFD) for server consolidation. Ajiro et al. [33] suggested
improvements to the classical FFD and least loaded (LL) algorithms to optimize
computational power. All of these schemes try to minimize computational power
by minimizing active severs and ignore cooling infrastructure despite it causing a
significant fraction of total power.
Cooling facility is used to remove the heat dissipated by the computing nodes.
To minimize the power consumption of cooling infrastructure, Sullivan et al. [34]
and Patel et al. [35] optimized cooling power by improving air flow. Moore et
al. [17] proposed to predict heat profiles using software infrastructure. Mukherjee
et al. [36] used a software based infrastructure to control resource management
for thermal-aware allocation. These schemes only optimize cooling power.
Al-Qawasmeh, A., et al. [37] used nonlinear programming technique to opti-
mize cooling and idle power. Non-linear programming technique has poor scala-
bility, and it may not be suitable for practical scenarios.
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CHAPTER 3
PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
This chapter provides the necessary preliminaries and system models that are
required to define the problem. Table 3.1 shows the parameters and notations
used throughout this thesis.
3.1 A Typical Data Center Configuration
A typical data center is arranged in a hot-aisle/cold-aisle configuration as shown
in Fig. 3.1. Racks containing servers are installed on a raised floor. All servers are
connected to a high-speed network, typically in star topology over central switch.
CRAC units extract hot air from the top and deliver cold air through pressurized
floor plenum. The pressure forces the cold air upward through the perforated floor
tiles. Power consumed by the servers is dissipated as heat. The cold air enters the
servers through front air inlets in the cold aisle, picks up heat from the circuitry,
and exits to the hot aisles via outlets. Air conditioners positioned above the hot
aisle extract this hot air.
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Table 3.1: Notations and definitions.
Symbol Definition
VM virtual machine
PM physical machine
n number of VMs
m number of servers(PMs)
Ptotal total power
PAC cooling power
PCN computational power
P idlej idle computational power of j
th server
P busyj average computational power of j
th server in 100% utilization
Upj CPU utilization of j
th server
Umj memory utilization of j
th server
xij 1 if i
th VM is assigned to jth server otherwise 0
yj 1 if j
th server is ON otherwise 0
vci CPU requirement of i
th VM
vmi memory requirement of i
th VM
COP coefficient of performance
Tsup temperature of air supplied by CRAC
Tred Manufacturer-specified maximum inlet temperature typical value 25
oC
ρ air density in kg/m3
f air flow rate in m3/s
Q heat rate in Watt (W)
cp specific heat of air in kJ/kg.Kelvin
~A heat cross-interference coefficient matrix
T iout inlet temperature of i
th server
T iin outlet temperature of i
th server
~K thermodynamic constant matrix, ~K = diag(Ki)−→
Tin the vector {T iin}n−−→
Tout the vector {T iout}n
~D distribution matrix, concise for [( ~K − ~AT ~K)−1 − ~K−1]
3.2 Power Consumption in Data Centers
We define total power (Ptotal) of a data center as a sum of computational power
(PCN) and cooling power (PAC). We are not considering power consumed by
network devices; storage; lightning; humidifier; and losses due to distribution
network consisting of switch gear, conductors, DC-AC and AC-DC converters,
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Figure 3.1: A typical data center configuration.
and UPS.
Ptotal = PCN + PAC (3.1)
3.2.1 Computational Power
Power consumption by computing nodes varies significantly with the actual com-
puting activity. Fan et al. [38] conducted experiments to estimate power utilization
using performance counters and system activity measurements. They proposed
that computational power consumption of servers can be accurately described by
a linear model. Their work has been further verified by Gao et al. [28] through
their experiments conducted on a Dell server. In order to save power, servers that
are not being used are turned off. Thus their power consumption in OFF state is
not part of the total power consumed by the CPU. Power consumed by jth server
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can be defined by Equation 3.2 [28].
Pj =

(P busyj − P idlej )× Upj + P idlej : otherwise
0 : if Upj = 0
(3.2)
where Upj is the CPU utilization of j
th server, P busyj is the average power value
when jth server is fully utilized and P idlej is the average power values when the
server is in idle state.
Total power consumption of all computing nodes (PCN) in a data center is
calculated as:
PCN =
m∑
j=1
Pj =
m∑
j=1
[
yj ×
(
(P busyj − P idlej )×
n∑
i=1
(xij.v
c
i ) + P
idle
j
)]
(3.3)
where vci is the CPU requirement of i
th VM; xij is the assignment variable, its
value is 1 if ith VM is assigned to the jth server otherwise its value is zero; and yj
is 1 if jth server is ON otherwise its value is zero.
3.2.2 Cooling Power
Computer Room AC (CRAC) units are used to remove heat generated by the
servers. Performance of a CRAC unit depends on various factors such as con-
struction material and air flow rate [39], and it is quantified by Coefficient of
Performance (COP). Power consumed by the CRAC units depends on the COP
criterion. COP is defined as the ratio of amount of heat removed (Qs) by the
CRAC unit to the total power consumed by cooling facility (PAC) for cooling
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process (Equation 3.4) [17].
COP (Tsup) =
Qs
PAC
(3.4)
Power consumed by the cooling facility (PAC) is inversely proportional to COP. A
higher value of COP, therefore, indicates higher efficiency. Since power consumed
by the server (PCN) is dissipated as heat and cooing facility is used to remove this
heat, power consumed by the cooling facility can be defined by Equation 3.5 [17].
PAC =
PCN
COP (Tsup)
(3.5)
where PCN is the power consumed by computing nodes.
COP is not constant. It varies with temperature of the air supplied (Tsup) by
the CRAC units. We are using COP model of chilled-water CRAC units at the
HP Labs Utility Data Center [17], which is defined by Equation 3.6.
COP (Tsup) = 0.0068T
2
sup + 0.0008Tsup + 0.458 (3.6)
As temperature (Tsup) of air supplied by CRAC units air increases, COP increases
as shown in Fig. 3.2 and CRAC units use less cooling power (PAC) to remove the
same amount of heat (computational power).
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Figure 3.2: Coefficient of performance (COP) curve for the chilled-water CRAC units at the HP Laboratories
Utility Data Center.
3.2.3 Total Power Consumption
Using Equations 3.3 and 3.5, total power consumption can be written as:
Ptotal = (1 +
1
COP (Tsup)
)PCN = (1 +
1
COP (Tsup)
)
m∑
j=1
Pj (3.7)
3.3 Heat Recirculation in Data Centers
In this section, the effect of heat recirculation in data centers is investigated, and a
thermal model based on heat recirculation is discussed which is used to determine
the temperature (Tsup) of the air supplied by the CRAC units to remove the heat
generated by computing nodes. Cooling power (PAC) is computed using Tsup as
given by Equation 3.7.
According to law of conservation of energy, consumed computational power is
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equivalent to heat carried by air per unit time. Amount of heat transferred by air
per unit time is calculated as:
Q = ρfcpT (3.8)
Since power consumed by computing nodes is dissipated as heat, it can be
written as difference of outgoing hot air temperature (Tout) and the supplied cold
air temperature (Tin):
Pi = 4Q⇒ Pi = ρfcp(T iout − T iin) (3.9)
Heat recirculation can be described as a phenomenon of server’s outlet heat recir-
culating and affecting the inlet temperature of another server. Tang et al. [40] [41]
showed that a cross interference matrix, obtained by computational fluid dynamic
simulation, can be used to define heat recirculation. Cross interference matrix is
denoted as Am×m, where each element aij is the fraction of heat transferred from
the outlet of ith server to the inlet of jth server.
a11
ACS1
S3S2
Tsup
Tin Tout
Recirculation
Figure 3.3: Cross interference among computational nodes. Exhaust hot air from server 1 will be partially
removed by AC and partially recirculate to other servers’ inlets. Whereas, it inhales hot air from other servers.
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~A =

a11 a12 . . . a1m
a21 a22 . . . a2m
...
... aij
...
am1 am3 . . . amm

~A essentially captures the physical layout of a data center. The heat rate of inlet
air for ith server (Qiin) is calculated as [41]:
Qiin =
m∑
j=1
ajiQ
i
out +Qs (3.10)
where Qs denotes heat rate of cold air supplied by CRAC.
We can use thermodynamic constants to transform air heat rate to temper-
ature. Objective is to determine inlet temperature of servers considering heat
recirculation, and adjust the temperature of cold air supplied by the CRAC unit
to reduce inlet temperature to a safe value to avoid overheating. To this end,
we convert matrix Am×m into the heat distribution matrix Dm×m, using Equa-
tion 3.12. Assume that
−→
Tin is the inlet temperature vector and
−→
P represents power
consumption vector of m servers, and
−→
Ts denotes vector containing temperature
of supplied air defined as:
T 1in
T 2in
...
Tmin

,

P1
P2
...
Pm

, and

Tsup
Tsup
...
Tsup

respectively. Similarly, ~K is a m×m diagonal matrix
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~K =

K1 0 . . . 0
0 K2 . . . 0
...
...
...
...
0 0 . . . Km

where Ki = ρficp.
The relation between power consumption (air heat rate) and temperature can
be defined similar to [41] as:
−→
Tin =
−→
Ts + ~D ×−→P (3.11)
where
~D = [( ~K − ~AT ~K)−1 − ~K−1] (3.12)
and
Tin ≤ Tred (3.13)
Which means that each inlet temperature rises due to heat from recirculation.
The temperature of supplied air is adjusted so that the inlet temperature is lower
than a specific value (Tred). This is necessary to avoid overheating and failing of
servers [14]. In this work, we use Tred = 25
oC [41]. Equation 3.7 can be rewritten
as:
Ptotal = (1 +
1
COP (T ′sup)
)
m∑
j=1
Pj (3.14)
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and
T ′sup = Tsup + Tadj (3.15)
where
Tadj = Tred −max(Tin) (3.16)
3.4 Illustrative Example
The following example illustrates that assigning VMs to minimum number of
servers does not necessarily minimizes total power required. Location of each
virtual machine (VM) should be selected based on its computational power and
data center heat recirculation model to optimize the total power consumption in
the computing nodes and the cooling infrastructure.
Suppose distribution vector ~D of data center shown in Fig. 2.4 is given as:
~D =

0.0723 0.0252 0.0071 0.0097
0.0128 0.0463 0.0009 0.0092
0.0157 0.0025 0.0272 0.0139
0.0035 0.0009 0.0076 0.0455

Actual distribution vector is obtained through computational fluid dynamic
simulation on the given data center’s configuration. Similarly, suppose Tsup =
25oC, Pidle = 150 Watts, and Pbusy = 215 Watts. The flow rate (fi) of each
server’s fan is assumed to be 8.0 m3/s. For the VMs assignment shown, Server
1 and 2 consume 215 Watts of power; whereas, server 3,4, and 5 are turned off.
Using Equation 3.11. Inlet temperature (Tin) of these five servers are 46, 37, 29,
23
26, and 27 oC. The temperature (Tsup) of air supplied by the CRAC units must be
4oC to ensure that Tin ≤ Tred. Total power (Ptotal) consumed is given by Equation
3.14
Ptotal = (1 +
1
COP (4)
)(215 + 215 + 0 + 0 + 0) = 1186.72 Watts
Figure 3.4: VMs allocated to avoid hot spots.
Now, consider VMs assignment shown in Figure 3.4. Server 2,3, and 4 are
consuming 198.75, 182.50, and 198.75 Watts of power respectively; whereas, server
1 and 5 are turned off. Inlet temperature (Tin) of the five servers are 33, 36, 33,
35, 26 oC. The temperature (Tsup) of air supplied by the CRAC units must be
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14oC to ensure that temperature of the servers is within the safe limit.
Therefore
Ptotal = (1 +
1
COP (14)
)(0 + 198.75 + 182.50 + 198.75 + 0) = 909.44 Watts
This allocation of VMs is using more servers as compared to that of assignment
shown in Fig. 2.4, but it is consuming less total power. Hence minimizing number
of servers does not necessarily minimize total power. Computational power and
cooling power must be optimized in an integrated fashion to minimize the total
power consumption in data centers.
3.5 Problem Formulation
In this section, we formally define the virtual machine placement problem and
discuss the cost function and constraints.
In this work, we consider two dimensions, CPU and memory to character-
ize a VM and PM. Suppose there are n VMs to be assigned. Every VM vi,
i ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . , n} is defined as a 2-dimensional requirement vector, vi = {vci , vmi }
where each dimension represents a normalized value of one type of resource re-
quested (CPU and memory). These VMs are to be allocated to n PMs with the
assumption that every VM request can be satisfied by one sever. We assume a
homogeneous data center, where all PMs have the same capacity. Let T cj and T
m
j
be the threshold values of CPU and memory resources, associated with each PM
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pj, j ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . ,m} respectively. The assignment solution is represented by a
m× n matrix X, where:
xi,j =

1 : if ith VM is assigned to the jth PM
0 : otherwise
(3.17)
In addition, we define the following binary decision variable:
yj =

1 : if jth PM is in use
0 : otherwise
(3.18)
The given problem can be formulated as:
minimize Ptotal =
(
1 + 1
COP (T ′sup)
) m∑
j=1
Pj
subject to
n∑
i=1
vci × xij ≤ T cj × yj ∀j ∈ J (3.19)
n∑
i=1
vmi × xij ≤ Tmj × yj ∀j ∈ J (3.20)
m∑
j=1
xi,j = 1 ∀i ∈ I (3.21)
yj, xij ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ I and ∀j ∈ J (3.22)
Tin ≤ Tred (3.23)
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Constraints (3.19) and (3.20) guarantee that the capacity threshold of each server
is not exceeded. Moreover, constraint (3.21) ensures that a VM is placed in
exactly one server and constraint (3.22) represents the domain of variables xi,j
and yj. Finally, constraint (3.23) makes sure that temperature of PMs is within
safe limit.
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CHAPTER 4
NON-DETERMINISTIC
HEURISTICS
In this chapter, we describe three non-deterministic heuristics that are employed
for optimal VM placement to minimize total power consumption in data centers.
4.1 Simulated Annealing
Simulated annealing (SA) is a well-established non-deterministic heuristic [42].
It has been adopted to solve various combinatorial optimization problems. One
typical feature of SA is that, it accepts all the solutions with improved cost like
a greedy algorithm but it also, to a limited extent, accepts changes which lead to
inferior solutions. This feature gives SA the hill climbing capability that allows
it to escape from the local optimal solutions initially and reach a more optimal
solution at the end of the search. The odds of accepting deteriorated solutions
are large in the beginning; but as the search progress, fewer bad solutions are
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Algorithm Simulated Annealing(X0, T0, α, β,M,Max Time);
(*X0 is the initial assignment)
(*Best X is the best assignment *)
(*T0 is the initial temperature *)
(*α is the cooling rate *)
(*β a constant *)
(*Max Time is the total allowed time for the annealing process *)
(*M represents the time until the next parameter update *)
Begin
1. T = T0;
2. Cur X=X0;
3. Best X = Cur X; /*Best X is the best assignment */
4. Current Cost = Cost(Cur X);
5. Best Cost = Cost(Best X);
6. Time = 0;
7. Repeat
8. Call Metropolis;
9. Time = Time+M ;
10. T = αT ;
11. M = βM
12. Until (Time ≥Max Time);
13. Return(Best X)
End. (*of Simulated Annealing*)
Figure 4.1: Procedure for simulated annealing algorithm.
accepted and finally solutions with improved cost are accepted. SA produces high
quality solution regardless of the initial configuration. It is robust, effective, and
easy to implement [43].
The simulated annealing algorithm is shown in Fig. 4.1. The Simulated An-
nealing routine takes as input the initial assignment matrix X0, maximum time
Max Time, cooling rate α, and time until temperature update M . Temperature
is initialized to T0, and is reduced in a controlled fashion using cooling factor α.
Standard Boltzmann-type SA uses logarithmic scheduling of temperature in which
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Algorithm Metropolis(Cur X, Cur Cost, Best X, Best Cost, T , M);
Begin
1. Repeat
2. New X = Neighbor(Cur X);
3. New Cost = Cost(New X);
4. 4Cost = New Cost− Cur Cost;
5. If (4Cost < 0) Then
6. Cur X = New X;
7. If New X < Best Cost Then
8. Best X = New X
9. EndIf
10. Else
11. If (RANDOM(0, 1) < e−4Cost/T ) Then
12. Cur X = New X=;
13. EndIf
14. EndIf
15. M = M − 1
16. Until (M = 0)
End. (*of Metropolis*)
Figure 4.2: The Metropolis procedure.
Temp (T ) is selected to be not faster than
Tk =
T0
log k
(4.1)
where k is the time index of annealing and T0 is the initial temperature. SA
technique is quite slow because of this logarithmic scheduling [44]. We are using a
modified Simulated Annealing called Simulated Quenching (SQ) [45]. SQ solution
methodology resembles the cooling process of molten metals through annealing.
The algorithm and the analogy of the technique remains the same as that of SA
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except for the annealing schedule. SQ uses an exponential schedule.
Tk+1 = αTk (4.2)
where α is the cooling factor.
The Metropolis routine is invoked after updating (lowering) temperature T .
The amount of time for which search is performed at each temperature before
cooling occurs is dictated by M . Parameter β is used to gradually increase M as
temperature is decreased. The variable Time keeps track of the time being spent
in each call to the Metropolis routine. The annealing procedure halts when Time
exceeds the allowed time.
The Metropolis routine shown in Fig. 4.2 is an essential part of the algo-
rithm [46]. It takes as input the current assignment Cur X, and current tem-
perature T . It improves the Cur X through local search by simulating annealing
at given temperature T . It also receives M , which is amount of time spent by
Metropolis at temperature T . It uses the procedure Neighbor to perturb the any
assignment X to generate a local neighbor New X. Neighbor function perturb
the current assignment by randomly assigning a VM to a server. It is ensured
that the new assignment is feasible. The Cost function is used to compute the
cost of any given assignment X. If cost of the new assignment New X is bet-
ter than the cost of the current assignment Cur X, then the new assignment is
accepted and Cur X is replaced by New X. If the cost of the new assignment
is better than the best assignment (Best X) seen thus far, then we also replace
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Best X by New X. If the new assignment has a higher cost in comparison to
the original assignment Cur X, Metropolis will accept the new assignment on a
stochastic basis. The probability that an inferior assignment is accepted by the
Metropolis is given by P (RANDOM(0, 1) < e−4Cost/T ). RANDOM(0, 1) is used
to generate random numbers in the range 0 to 1. If e−4Cost/T is larger than this
random number than inferior assignments are accepted, where 4Cost is the dif-
ference in costs. The random number generation is assumed to follow a uniform
distribution. At very high temperatures, (when T → ∞), e−4Cost/T ' 1, and
hence the above probability approaches 1 and every bad assignment is accepted.
On the contrary, when T → 0, the probability e−4Cost/T falls to 0 and only good
assignments are accepted.
4.2 Tabu Search
Tabu Search (TS) is a general iterative heuristic introduced by Fred Glover [47] [48]
for solving combinatorial optimization problems. Tabu Search is a generalization
of local search. This scheme works by moving from one solution to another in
a hill climbing fashion. Unlike local search which stops when no improved new
solution is found in the current neighborhood, Tabu Search continues the search
from the best solution in the neighborhood even if it is worse than the current
solution. One of its features is its systematic use of adaptive (flexible) memory.
Tabu Search differs from genetic algorithm which are “memoryless”, and also
from branch-and-bound, A* search, etc., which are rigid memory approaches. An
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algorithmic description of a simple implementation of the Tabu Search is given in
Fig. 4.3.
Algorithm Tabu Search
Ω : Set of feasible assignments.
X : Current assignment.
ℵ(X) : Neighborhood of X ∈ Ω.
X∗ : Best admissible assignment.
V∗ : Sample of neighborhood assignments.
Cost : Objective function.
AL : Aspiration Level.
TL : Tabu List.
Begin
1. Start with an initial feasible assignment X ∈ Ω.
2. Initialize Tabu List TL.
3. For fixed number of iterations
4. Generate neighbor assignments V∗ ⊂ ℵ(X).
5. Find best X∗ ∈ V∗.
6. IF move X to X∗ is not in TL Then
7. Accept move and update best assignment.
8. Update TL and AL.
9. Increment iteration counter.
10. Else
11. IF Cost(X∗) < AL Then
12. Accept move and update best assignment.
13. Update TL and AL.
14. Increment iteration counter.
15. End If
16. End If
17. End For
End.
Figure 4.3: Algorithmic description of short-term Tabu Search (TS).
The procedure starts from an initial feasible assignment X (current assign-
ment) in the search space Ω. A neighborhood ℵ(X) is defined for each X. A
sample of neighbor assignment V∗ ⊂ ℵ(X) is generated called trail assignments
(n = |V∗|  |ℵ(X)|), and comprises what is known as candidate list. From this
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generated set of assignments, the best assignment, say X∗ ∈ V∗, is chosen for
consideration as the next assignment. The move to X∗ is considered even if X∗
is worse than X, that is, Cost(X∗) > Cost(X).
Selecting the best move in V∗ is based on the assumption that good moves are
more likely to reach optimal or near-optimal assignment. As mentioned above,
the best candidate assignment X∗ ∈ V∗ may or may not improve the current
assignment, but is still considered. It is this feature that enables escaping from
local optima. However, even with this strategy, it is possible to trap in a local
optimum. Search will ascend (in case of a minimization problem) since moves
with Cost(X∗) > Cost(X) are accepted, and then in a later iteration return back
to the same local optimum. That is, there is a possibility of cycling by returning
back to previously visited assignments. This may cause the search to go through
the same subset of assignments for ever.
A Tabu List is maintained to prevent returning to previously visited assign-
ments. When a move is accepted, its attributes are introduced into the Tabu List.
The purpose is to prevent the reversal of moves for the next k = |T| iterations
because they might lead back to a previously visited assignment.
Figure 4.4: Tabu List.
In certain situations, it is necessary to overrule the tabu status. This is done
with the help of the notion of aspiration criterion. Aspiration criterion overrides
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the tabu status of moves whenever appropriate. We are using best assignment
criterion that overrides the tabu status if the move produces an assignment better
than the best obtained thus far
Figure 4.5: Flow chart of TS.
Any constructive method can be used to generate a feasible initial assignment.
In our case, the initial assignment matrix X generated by randomly assigning VMs
to the servers using admission control. As search proceeds, neighbor assignments
are generated by moving some VM to a server. The selection of VM and server
is done randomly. Maintaining a Tabu List is an important step in TS. We are
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using only one Tabu List. Each entry in the Tabu List contains the following
information:
 VM that was selected for the move,
 Server from where VM is being moved,
 Server to where VM is being moved.
After a successful move, inverse of the move is stored in Tabu List. Every new
move is checked against the moves stored in the Tabu List to make sure no reverse
moves are being made, and heuristics can escape local optimal. However, Tabu
List moves are ignored if aspiration criterion is met.
4.3 Simulated Evolution
Simulated Evolution (SimE) was proposed by Kling and Banerjee in 1987 [49]. The
algorithm combines constructive perturbation and iterative improvement and save
itself from getting stuck to the local minima by following a stochastic approach.
In SimE, the search space is traversed by making intelligent moves, unlike TS and
SA where random moves are made. The core of the algorithm is the goodness
estimator. SimE assigns each moveable element a goodness value. The goodness
value indicates how well a certain movable element is currently assigned. The more
the goodness value, the lesser is the probability of the element being selected for
re-allocation.
The flow of our proposed (SimE) algorithm is shown in Fig. 4.6. SimE starts
with an initial solution Φ of a set V containing n movable elements (VMs). It, then
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follows an evolution-based approach to find better solutions from one iteration
to the next by perturbing some ill-assigned elements (VMs) while retaining the
near-optimal ones. The algorithm consists of three sequential steps, evaluation,
selection and allocation that are executed in each iteration. The process of
iterative improvements continues until the solution average goodness value reaches
at its maximum, or no considerable improvement in solution quality is observed
after a given number of iterations [43].
4.3.1 Goodness Evaluation
This step involves the evaluation of goodness (fitness) gi of each VM vi assigned
to PM pk in current solution Φ
′. Effective goodness measures can be thought of
based on the domain knowledge of the optimization problem [50]. This goodness
measure is expressed as a single number in the range of zero to one. For our
VM assignment problem, we used a joint goodness function that is based on our
objective; i.e., to reduce computational and cooling power.
Computational Power is direct proportional to the number of active severs as
given by Equation 3.3. We can save computational power by assigning the given
VMs to fewer number of servers. We define a goodness value gs of ith VM assigned
to kth server as:
gsi =
vci + v
m
i
pck + p
m
k
(4.3)
where vci and v
m
i are CPU and memory requirements of VM vi, and p
c
k and p
m
k are
the available CPU and memory resources of partially used PM pk after removing
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Figure 4.6: Flowchart of SimE.
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VM vi from PM pk in the current solution Φ
′. Equation (4.3) assumes a minimiza-
tion of resource wastage in PM pk (maximization of goodness). The goodness of
a VM vi will be 1 if it is assigned to such a partially used PM pk that v
c
i = p
c
k and
vmi = p
m
k . It means that the current assignment of VM vi exactly packs the PM
pk and hence optimally utilizes the PM pk [29]. The objective of this goodness
measure is to minimize the number of active servers.
Our other objective is to minimize cooling power. Hot spots are created in
data centers due to heat recirculation. Some of these recirculation effects can
lead to situations where the observed consequence of the inefficiency is spatially
uncorrelated with its cause; in other words, the heat vented by one machine may
travel several meters before arriving at the inlet of another server. From Equation
3.11, we can define increment in the inlet temperature (δ
−→
Tin) of the severs due to
heat recirculation as:
δ
−→
Tin = D×−→P (4.4)
where δ
−→
Tin = {δT 1in, δT 2in, δT 3in, . . . , δTmin} and D is given by Equation. 3.12. Simi-
larly, increment in the inlet temperature of ith server due to heat recirculation of
jth server is given as:
δ
−→
T iin(j) =
−→
di,j ×−→pj (4.5)
We define Recirculation Effect (RE) of jth server as:
REj =
m∑
i=1
δ
−→
T iin(j) =
m∑
i=1
−→
di,j (4.6)
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(b) The 3rd VM has a goodness
measure of 1 and it should not be selected for re-allocation (c) The 3rd VM has a goodness value of 0, it is ill
assigned and it should be reallocated.
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RE indicates the contribution of a server to heat recirculation and creation of hot
spots. In order to avoid hot spots and to minimize cooling power (PAC), servers
with higher RE value must be avoided. RE value can be used to define the
goodness value of VMs assigned to a server. If VMs are assigned to the servers
with higher RE value, they should have lower goodness value and should be
considered for re-allocation. Since the goodness measure must be a single number
expressible in the range [0,1]. We translate RE to a goodness measure gt as:
gti = 1− REj −min(RE)
max(RE)
, gti ∈ [0, 1] (4.7)
where gti is the goodness of i
th VM assigned to jth server. The goodness value gt
focuses on inefficiencies; i.e., it will lower the total amount of heat that recirculates
within the data center.
Overall goodness value used by our algorithm is be defined as:
gi = α× gsi + β × gti, gi ∈ [0, 1] (4.8)
where α and β are constant ranging from 0 to 1 and α + β = 1. The goodness
function given in Equation 4.8 strongly reflects the target objectives of the given
problem. The quality of a solution can also be estimated by summing up the
goodness of all the VMs.
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Figure 4.8: (a) A sample distribution matrix for fifty servers (b) A distribution vector for 1st server (c) Recircu-
lation effect (RE) values of fifty servers.
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ALGORITHM
Simulated Evolution(V, Stopping − criteria);
/* Φi: Initial Solution; */
/* Φp: Partial Solution; */
/* Φ′: New Solution; */
/* V: Set of all VMs, where |V | = n; */
/* Vs: Selected VMs for re-allocation; */
/* Pa: Active PMs in Φp; */
/* B: Selection bias; */
/* maxSelection: Upper limit of the selection set size; */
INITIALIZATION ;
Φi = initial placement(V );
Φ′ = Φi;
Repeat
EV ALUATION :
ForEach vi ∈ V Do
gi = Evaluate(vi); /* Evaluate using goodness estimator (Equation 4.8) */
EndForEach;
SELECTION :
Φp = Φ
′;
counter = 0;
ForEach vi ∈ V Do
If (Random ≤ (1− gi +B)) ∧ (counter ≤ maxSelection) Then
Vs = Vs ∪ {vi};
Φp = Φp − {vi};
counter = counter + 1;
EndIf;
EndForEach;
ALLOCATION :
Sort the VMs in set Vs based on their resource demand ;
ForEach vi ∈ Vs Do
Allocate( vi ,Φp); /* Allocate vi in Φp, using Greedy F irst F it Strategy */
EndForEach;
Φ′ = Φp;
Until Stopping-criterion is satisfied;
Return (BestSolution);
End Simulated Evolution.
Figure 4.9: Simulated Evolution Algorithm for VM assignment.
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4.3.2 Selection
In this step, elements are selected for relocation probabilistically. Elements with
lesser goodness values have more probabilities of getting selected. This step divides
Φ′ into two disjoint sets; a set Vs of selected elements and a partial solution Φp
containing rest of the elements of the solution Φ′. Every element of the solution
is considered separately from all other elements. The decision of selecting an
element vi to the set Vs depends on its goodness gi. The selection operator has a
non-deterministic nature, i.e., an individual with a high goodness (close to one)
still has a non-zero probability of being assigned to the selection set Vs. It is this
element of non-determinism that makes SimE capable of escaping local minima.
Each time a VM vi is considered for selection a random number is generated.
The inequality Random ≤ (1 − gi + B) is used for this purpose (see Fig. 4.9).
Error in goodness estimation is compensated by using a selection bias (B). The
objective of this bias value is to deflate or inflate the goodness of elements. A
high positive value of bias increases the probability of selection while the negative
value has the opposite effect. Large selection sets may lead to better solution, but
will require higher run time. On the other hand, small selection sets will speed-up
the algorithm, but with the risk of an early convergence to a sub-optimal solution
(local minima). Values of B are recommended to be in the range [-0.2, 0.2]. In
many cases a value of B = 0 would be a reasonable choice as in our case [43].
In addition to bias value, maxSelection also provides control over the selection
process and restricts the maximum size of the selection set. In this work, a value
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of 40% of the total number of items was adopted. This keeps the time requirement
of the SimE algorithm under control, especially during the allocation step, which
is the most time consuming step of the algorithm.
4.3.3 Allocation
The allocation step has great influence on solution quality. Allocation takes the
elements of set Vs and the partial solution Φp and generates a complete new so-
lution Φ′ with the elements of set Vs mutated according to allocation strategy.
The goal of Allocation strategy is to favor improvements over the previous iter-
ation, without being too greedy [43]. Superior alterations gradually improve the
individual goodness values as the goodness of each individual element also reflects
the target objective. Hence, Allocation helps the search to progressively converge
towards a target configuration where every individual is optimally located.
The design of allocation strategy is problem specific. Just like in the design
of goodness function, the choice of allocation strategy also requires ingenuity on
the part of the designer. In this work we adopted a variant of FFD heuristic as
our allocation strategy. The VMs selected during the selection step are sorted in
decreasing order of their request sizes (Rvi) computed using Equation (4.9).
Rvi = (v
c
i )
2 + (vmi )
2 (4.9)
Subsequently, First Fit algorithm is applied to generate the new solution Φ′.
This algorithm assigns the selected VMs to the servers with low RE value.
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CHAPTER 5
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this chapter, we provide performance evaluation of our proposed approach with
those in literature. We compare it with the improved version of classic First Fit
Decreasing (FFDimp) and Least Loaded (LLimp) algorithms proposed by Arijto
et al. [33]. These algorithms try to minimize power consumption in data centers
by packing VMs in minimum number of servers.
5.1 Baseline Algorithms
First Fit Decreasing (FFD) and its variants are common deterministic methods
to find an approximate assignment to the vector bin-packing problem [51]. FFD
algorithm first sorts the VMs in decreasing order of their sizes and then places
them in PMs according to First Fit (FF) strategy. In the context of data center
power optimization, Lei Shi et al. [51] presented and evaluated the performance
of six different FFD-based VBP algorithms. Panigrahy et al. [52] systematically
studied the family of FFD heuristics and their limitations and suggested a new
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geometric based heuristic approach for VBP.
Ajiro et al. [33] suggested improvements to the classical FFD and least loaded
(LL) algorithms. Improved FFD (FFDimp) is different from conventional FFD
in the sense that it seeks near-optimal assignment in multiple passes. In the first
pass VMs are sorted in decreasing order of their highest resource demand, i.e., sum
of all CPU demands or sum of all memory demands, whichever is larger. Then
an attempt is made to pack all the VMs in number of PMs equal to theoretical
lower bound. If any VM cannot be packed, then it is moved to a priority queue
and placement process is aborted. In the next pass, VMs in the priority queue
are placed first, followed by the remaining VMs in the sorted list. The above
steps are repeated MAXR times. If all VMs are not packed in MAXR iterations
then the number of destination PMs is incremented by one and the above process
is repeated until an assignment is found, i.e., all VMs are packed. LLimp is
implemented in multi-passes in a similar way employing the LL heuristic. These
improved versions provide better quality assignments than that of their single-pass
implementations. This improvement, however, comes at the expense of increased
run time [33].
5.2 Experimental Setup
Programs for the proposed SimE, SA, TS, FFDimp, and LLimp heuristics are
coded in MATLAB. The simulations are run on a computer equipped with Intel
coreTM i3 with 2.4GHz CPU and 6GB RAM.
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For simplicity, we assume a homogeneous hardware environment. All servers
have the same power consumption and computing capability. We are using
p¯busy = 215 Watts and p¯idle = 162 Watts as reported by Gao et al. [28] through
experiments conducted on a Dell server. We are using 150 servers and 1 CRAC
unit. The flow rate (fi) of each server’s fan is set to 8.0 m
3/s.
SA has four parameters which need to be tuned carefully as explained in
Section 4.1. After trail runs, appropriate values of these parameters are found to
be T0 = 800, α = .98, β = 1.1, and M = 9. Similarly, parameters of TS are set as
TabuListSize = 10 and MaxTrailAssignments = 15. SimE is set to stop after
30 iterations if there is no significant improvement in cost and maxSelection is
set to 40% of total VMs. For our goodness estimator, α and β both are set to 0.5.
5.2.1 Work Load
The problem instances were a set of two resource demand vectors representing
the CPU and memory utilization of VMs. Servers were assumed to be iden-
tical, that is, all PMs have the same resource capacity fixed at 90% although
the proposed approach is equally applicable for the heterogeneous case. Due to
non-deterministic behavior, average of results obtained from 20 independent runs
are reported. Suitably parametrized random ensembles of instances of problems
are used. In this context, it was observed that in some regions of the ensemble
space instances are typically easy to solve, while in other regions instances are
found to be typically hard. To make synthetic instances more representative and
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for i = 1 to n
vci ← rand(2v¯c)
vmi ← rand(v¯m)
r = rand(0, 1)
if (r < P and vci ≥ v¯c) or (r ≥ P and vci < v¯c)
vmi ← vmi + v¯m
end if
end for
Figure 5.1: Pseudocode to generate different problem instances with certain correlations.
cover a wide range of possible workloads, we generated problem instances with
two different average resource values and several correlations of CPU and mem-
ory utilization, employing the method proposed by Ajiro et al. [33]. The pseudo
code for this is given in Fig. 5.1. rand(0, 1) is a function that returns uniformly
distributed random real numbers in the range [0, 1); vc denotes the average CPU
utilization while vm represents the average memory utilization. The probability P
is used to decide whether both the utilization of CPU and memory would be equal
to or higher than the average values, or both utilizations would be lesser than the
average values. By varying this probability P, we can control the correlations of
CPU and memory utilization to some extent.
In our experiment, we used two kinds of average values and five different
probabilities. We set both vc and vm to 25%, and then to 45%. The distribution
of CPU and memory utilization were in the range of [0, 50%) when vc = vm = 25%,
and [0, 100%) when vc = vm = 45%. For vc and vm = 25% we set P equal to 0.00,
0.25, 0.50, 0.75, and 1.0, and for this the average correlation coefficients obtained
are -0.7485, -0.3813, 0.0081, 0.3736, and 0.7493 for each set of instances. These
coefficients correspond to strong-negative, weak-negative, no, weak-positive, and
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strong-positive correlations. The same values of P were used for vc and vm = 45%
and then the correlation coefficients were -0.7508, -0.3703, 0.0019, 0.3857, and
0.7476. Threshold values of both utilizations were kept at T ck = T
m
k = 90%, k ∈
{1, 2, 3, . . . ,m} throughout these experiments.
5.3 Results and Discussion
Power reduction of SimE, SA, and TS over FFimp, and LLimp at 50% and 70%
loading for 25% and 45% reference value is shown in Table 5.1. The measures for
comparison are average power consumption (Ptotal), maximum inlet temperature
(Tin), number of active servers (m), and CPU time (T ).
From Table 5.1 the following observations can be made:
 For all algorithms, total power increases by increasing average resource value
from 25% to 45%.
 Similarly, total power consumption increases by increasing the loading from
50% to 70%. This is because it is difficult to avoid hot spots with increased
loading.
 The timing performance of SA, FFDimp and LLimp strongly depends on
the correlation between CPU and memory utilization. On the other hand,
execution time of SimE and TS varies slightly across different correlation.
 TS gives better results as compared to SA but requires more CPU time.
 In each case SimE outperforms other algorithms while requiring less exe-
cution time.
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Breakdowns of total power Ptotal into computational power PCN and cooling
power PAC at various correlations is shown in Fig. 5.2. It can be observed that,
for all correlations, total power consumption of SimE is the lowest. Similarly,
CPU time at various correlation is illustrated in Fig. 5.3.
Table 5.1: Comparison of the SimE, SA, and TS with other techniques.
50% Loading 70% Loading
Reference value Corr. Algorithm ~Ptotal ~max(Tin) s T(sec) ~Ptotal ~max(Tin) s T(sec)
vc = vm = 25% strong +ve FFDimp 43.09 43.68 89.00 28.80 59.20 43.69 122.00 33.52
LLimp 41.11 43.26 87.00 10.90 57.94 43.66 119.00 8.85
SA 33.53 37.28 102.75 215.31 55.51 41.28 137.10 80.88
TS 30.65 36.13 97.40 181.80 54.25 41.97 125.70 237.60
SimE 25.40 31.35 90.45 4.55 49.42 40.49 123.65 8.03
weak +ve FFDimp 43.66 43.69 90.00 45.21 60.96 43.68 126.00 51.41
LLimp 41.07 43.45 85.00 6.91 58.53 43.75 119.00 6.97
SA 34.09 37.39 103.80 215.61 56.36 41.37 138.10 80.87
TS 30.80 36.09 97.80 178.92 53.52 41.50 127.50 381.23
SimE 24.24 30.57 87.85 3.93 44.69 39.44 118.70 7.31
zero FFDimp 47.60 43.69 100.00 47.71 64.88 43.79 135.00 84.26
LLimp 42.71 43.20 91.00 10.52 59.68 43.64 123.00 14.54
SA 36.41 38.08 108.00 125.79 57.71 41.74 138.10 80.64
TS 32.46 36.43 102.20 183.50 55.43 41.90 129.00 228.70
SimE 23.98 30.51 87.15 3.69 43.83 39.08 117.95 6.94
weak -ve FFDimp 48.47 43.68 102.00 33.14 67.70 43.75 143.00 121.74
LLimp 42.93 43.23 91.00 6.20 60.01 43.56 125.00 22.06
SA 36.69 38.08 108.55 78.06 56.28 41.30 138.70 83.62
TS 33.14 36.55 104.00 186.72 50.42 40.05 132.50 257.67
SimE 23.14 30.29 84.05 3.06 39.44 37.17 116.05 6.53
strong -ve FFDimp 51.43 43.68 109.00 43.26 71.32 43.82 150.00 134.78
LLimp 44.02 43.26 93.00 4.94 61.62 43.71 126.00 9.89
SA 36.44 37.95 107.80 81.32 58.67 41.67 140.40 80.66
TS 33.14 36.55 104.00 186.72 52.02 40.18 135.00 259.56
SimE 23.36 30.28 85.55 3.02 39.82 37.39 116.70 6.57
vc = vm = 45% strong +ve FFDimp 41.30 43.56 86.00 14.33 63.60 43.71 131.00 20.59
LLimp 39.84 43.17 85.00 6.86 62.42 43.61 129.00 7.37
SA 27.96 34.43 94.40 84.61 58.60 41.70 139.70 74.00
TS 27.18 33.65 93.90 168.99 51.74 40.19 133.80 197.60
SimE 32.54 35.47 105.9 2.28 67.27 42.82 150.0 2.63
weak +ve FFDimp 46.56 43.57 98.00 25.74 67.94 43.33 145.00 35.36
LLimp 45.25 43.14 98.00 14.68 67.42 43.62 140.00 9.79
SA 32.61 35.80 105.70 84.22 65.49 42.58 147.40 75.16
TS 31.61 35.02 105.30 178.48 62.14 42.28 141.50 197.34
SimE 28.63 34.06 97.40 1.92 64.80 42.65 144.8 4.93
zero FFDimp 47.92 43.57 100.00 19.24 69.75 43.63 145.00 23.11
LLimp 48.19 43.42 102.00 11.80 69.68 43.53 146.00 10.75
SA 34.77 36.47 109.25 81.48 67.27 42.76 149.10 75.40
TS 33.21 35.57 107.60 174.95 65.63 42.58 146.70 217.10
SimE 30.85 35.10 100.25 2.48 66.91 42.89 146.45 4.60
weak -ve FFDimp 47.27 43.27 103.00 42.04 69.65 43.34 150.00 60.10
LLimp 46.77 43.47 100.00 17.05 70.07 43.63 147.00 17.46
SA 33.17 36.05 107.35 81.14 65.58 42.54 148.30 77.40
TS 32.29 35.44 106.80 168.61 64.74 42.45 147.10 194.34
SimE 29.05 34.40 97.25 2.46 61.37 42.22 139.85 5.67
strong -ve FFDimp 49.75 43.26 108.00 45.59 69.48 43.25 150.00 60.33
LLimp 50.15 43.60 106.00 19.22 71.26 43.62 150.00 19.15
SA 35.72 36.59 112.75 88.22 67.51 42.87 149.40 87.72
TS 35.75 36.62 112.70 145.98 68.20 42.98 149.90 228.75
SimE 22.65 30.24 83.10 2.19 50.24 40.38 127.15 4.69
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Figure 5.2: Power breakdown for different algorithms at various correlations for cases of vc = vm = 25%.
SA and TS perform better than FFDimp and LLimp. FFDimp and LLimp at-
tempt to assign VMs to a minimum number of servers. They do not consider heat
recirculation in the data center; therefore, resultant assignment reduces compu-
tational power but creates hot spots due to higher utilization per server. On the
other hand, SA and TS optimize total power by considering the trade-off between
computational and cooling power, but they require significant CPU time. SimE
is performing better than TA and SA because SimE uses its goodness function
to direct the search; whereas TS and SA use hill climbing, memory and other fea-
tures to find the optimal assignment but they lack intelligent moves. The precise
selection of ill-assigned VMs and proper re-allocation plays a key role in improving
the solution quality and reducing run time. Although SA, TA, and SimE all are
iterative non-deterministic heuristics, SimE is more intelligent and thus requires
fewer iterations to converge towards a desirable solution
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(a) vc = vm = 25%.
(b) vc = vm = 45%.
Figure 5.3: Run time of FFDimp, LLimp, SA, TS and SimE with 50% loading for cases of (a) vc = vm = 25%
and (b) vc = vm = 45%.
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Fig. 5.4 shows total power consumption of various schemes at different loadings
of the data center. It is reported for 25% reference value and strong negative
correlation. It is evident that SimE is performing better than other schemes for
most of the loading span.
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of Algorithms for various loadings for cases of vc = vm = 25%.
Change in total power, max inlet temperature, and number of active servers
of SimE, SA and TS with iterations are illustrated in Fig. 5.5, 5.6, and 5.7
respectively. Without the loss of generality, the case reported has the following
values: 50% loading, Rc = Rm = 25%, and strong negative correlation. However,
similar results are obtained for other cases. From graphs, it is evident that SimE
escapes local minima multiple times by making intelligent moves and attempts to
reduce total power.
Finally, as it can be seen in Fig. 5.8, the overall average goodness of all movable
elements increases with iterations indicating that search in our engineered SimE
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(a) SA: Total Power vs Iterations.
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(b) TS: Total Power vs Iterations.
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(c) SimE: Total Power vs Iterations.
Figure 5.5: Change in Total Power consumption (P(total)) (m) with iterations in (a) SA (b) TS (c) SimE.
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(a) SA: Max Inlet Temperature vs Iterations.
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(b) TS: Max Inlet Temperature vs Iterations.
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(c) SimE: Max Inlet Temperature vs Iterations.
Figure 5.6: Change in max inlet temperature (max(Tin)) with iterations in (a) SA (b) TS (c) SimE.
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(a) SA: No. of Servers vs Iterations.
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(b) TS: No. of Servers vs Iterations.
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(c) SimE: No. of Servers vs Iterations.
Figure 5.7: Change in number of servers used (m) with iterations in (a) SA (b) TS (c) SimE.
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implementation is progressing towards a solution where each VM is optimally
assigned. Further indication of this is the reduction in the size of the selection set
with iterations (Fig. 5.9).
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Figure 5.8: SimE: Change in the average goodness of VMs with iterations.
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Figure 5.9: SimE: Change in the number of VMs selected for re-allocation with iterations.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
WORK
6.1 Conclusions
Computational power and cooling power are significant parts of a data center’s
operational costs. Previous studies attempt to minimize computational power and
cooling power in an isolated manner without considering the interaction. In this
work, we propose a joint optimization of cooling and computational power using
evolutionary non-deterministic heuristics, Simulated Annealing, Tabu Search and
Simulated Evolution. We evaluated its performance for a wide range of different
problem instances. We showed that our approach is performing better as com-
pared to those published in literature. It is also proved that performance of SimE,
TS, and SA are independent of the correlation between different dimensions of
VMs. This feature makes these heuristics desirable for all scenarios.
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6.2 Future Work
In this work, we only considered the scenario where all the VM requests are
known before placement and the controller allocates them at once, trying to find
the optimal allocation in accordance with the objectives and constraints. Such
situations arise when a data center starts its operation after a maintenance state
or when the data center optimizer/ controller takes a decision at the back-end.
However, in operational data centers VM requests arrive incrementally over time.
In order to address this issue, it is recommended that future studies look into
modifications of the algorithm that would work for an online scenario.
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